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  The Brandenburg Gate - one of the  
best-known landmarks of Germany,  
built on the site of a former city gate.

 Checkpoint Charlie - the famous point 
 connecting former West and East Germany. 

 Visit the Französische Dom, one of the 
most beautiful buildings in Berlin.

 Climb up the Victory Column to 
have an amazing view of the city.

 Visit the Tiergarten one the largest  
urban gardens of Germany.
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Strengthening health systems: improving 
population health and being prepared for the 
unexpected

The annual EPH conferences are considered the premier European gatherings of public health 
professionals worldwide. Delegates include researchers, policymakers, practitioners and 
educators in public health and many other related fields.

SHARING KNOWLEDGE 
The 15th EPH Conference offers excellent opportunities to learn from the latest research and 
practice, to network with experts and colleagues and to expand your professional horizons. 
Abstracts will be invited for workshops and single presentations in all areas touching upon 
public health research, practice and policy as from 1 February 2022. 

Main theme of the conference is Strengthening health systems: improving population 
health and being prepared for the unexpected.

SUB THEMES:
 Preparing for the unexpected: lessons learned from Covid-19 and other disasters
 Expanding horizons: the role of Europe in global health
 Achieving universal health coverage (UHC): reducing health inequity
 Harmonizing information systems and health reporting: ensuring function and use
 Measuring health system performance: using data to improve population health
 Sustaining high quality care: interprofessional training for our clinical and public health workforce
 Utilizing the transformational potential of health promotion: accelerating action on SDGs

NETWORKING
The conference offers excellent opportunities for professional networking and for making and 
renewing friendships. The social programme includes a welcome reception and a conference dinner. 

BE VISIBLE AT BERLIN 2022
As partner, sponsor or exhibitor you can share the expertise and demonstrate the activities of 
your organisation. Get in touch with public health professionals and representatives from  
European and international organisations. Contact the EPH Conference Office at 
exhibition@ephconference.eu for more information.

We look forward to welcoming you in Berlin.

Prof. Dr. Reinhard Busse, Chair of Berlin 2022 Berlin 2022  9 - 12 November
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